> New technically

New industrially

New ways of developing
New-technically: new product!
New-technically: new nacelle & pylon! Integration optimisation
New-technically: new Wing & Sharklet! Aerodynamics Improvements

- New Wing & Sharklet!
- Aerodynamics Improvements
- Extended wing span to 64m (+3.7m)
- Reshaped Slat 1
- New composite upper belly fairing
- Reshaped Flap Track Fairings
- Composite Sharklet
- 3D optimised wing twist
New-technically: new Airspace cabin!
Increased efficiency and passenger appeal
New-technically: new models/technologies
For both design and verification
New-technically: weight savings thanks to optimised use of materials
New technically

> New industrially

New ways of developing
Robust and proven industrial set-up
With massive investment for the future
Brand new industrial means to ensure capability and long-term production

Brand new lines with 3D control

Automated and laser drilling

ALM parts

Flight Test instrumentation
3D live installation
New technically
New industrially

> New ways of developing
Quality & Maturity from experience, anticipation, and innovative testing

One step ahead at all stages of the development!

Demonstrators  Early Flight Tests  Airline 1 deployment
On track to deliver the results!